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Abstract
Enterprise data management (EDM) is a critical success factor for leveraging the increasing data volume
and variety but relies mostly on manual efforts and human intervention. While first studies show the
significant potential of ML techniques, they have a strong technical focus and only address isolated
problems. Against this backdrop, our study sheds light on how ML techniques can advance EDM. Based on
the analysis of 43 ML cases, our study makes two main contributions: First, we suggest a taxonomy that
links ML applications to concepts from EDM and data curation. Second, we identify nine archetypes that
provide an overview of typical application areas of ML in EDM. We find that ML techniques induce a shift
from manual data maintenance in a reactive mode to data creation in a proactive mode. Our analysis also
reveals that some archetypes build on a rich body of research from the database community.
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Motivation and Research Objectives
As the digitalization of business advances, companies face an ever-increasing amount and variety of data
generated by users and sensors. This creates new challenges for enterprise data management (EDM)
(Abbasi et al. 2016; Sivarajah et al. 2017). A major concern of EDM has always been data quality (DQ),
defined as data that is “fit for purpose” (Otto 2011; Wang 1998). While the simple principle of “garbage in
garbage out” holds true for any form of data processing, it becomes even more critical as business will
increasingly employ intelligent systems that learn from data (Redman 2018). Not surprisingly, top
management considers DQ as a major concern when they think about implementing artificial intelligence
(Pyle and José 2015), business analytics or self-service business intelligence (BARC 2018). However, the
traditional EDM approaches are very manual and lack scalability to cope with increasing data volumes and
variety (Stonebraker and Ilyas 2018). This is where machine learning (ML), and data-driven approaches
come into play. Researchers (Zhu et al. 2014) and practitioners (Bean 2017) have proposed various usage
scenarios of ML to improve DQ and to automate certain EDM tasks. The most prominent example is Data
Tamer, a data curation system developed at MIT that entails ML has been able to reduce data curation costs
in three real world examples by about 90% (Stonebraker et al 2013). While there is some evidence of the
significant potential of ML techniques for EDM, the existing studies develop solutions that address very
specific data problems. So far, there is neither an analysis of ML application areas in this domain, nor have
the ML techniques been linked to the foundational concepts of EDM. Hence, we lack a systematic
understanding of this dynamic and rapidly evolving field.
To address this gap, our overall research study objective is to understand how machine learning techniques
can support enterprise data management. We therefore address two sub-questions:
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RQI: What elements describe machine learning techniques for enterprise data management?
RQII: Which archetypes of machine learning for enterprise data management can be distinguished?

Method
We follow the taxonomy development process suggested by Nickerson, Varshney, and Muntermann (2013),
as it provides a concise method and is frequently applied for structuring emerging fields in the IS domain
(Beinke et al. 2018; Püschel et al. 2016). As the first step, we determined the purpose of our taxonomy as
describing and classifying ML techniques for EDM. This translates into two meta-characteristics: the EDM
context, i.e. the specific situation in which the ML technique is applied, and the ML application, i.e. the
concrete way of applying ML to support EDM. In the second step, we defined objective and subjective
criteria as ending conditions to terminate the development process. In the third step, we conducted two
iterations to develop our taxonomy using a combined deductive-inductive approach. In the first iteration
(conceptual-to-empirical approach), we analyzed the literature on EDM, data curation and ML to collect
the first set of dimensions and characteristics and base our taxonomy on categories which show a scientific
rigor. In the second iteration (empirical-to-conceptual approach), we collected cases describing ML
techniques for EDM from three different sources to ensure that all dimensions and characteristics are
expressive enough to answer our research question. From the academic literature, we identified cases that
applied ML techniques for data curation (17 cases). In parallel, we conducted five expert interviews and two
focus groups with EDM experts (11 cases) and screened the market for innovative tools that offer ML
techniques for EDM (15 cases). After review, our set consisted of 43 cases which we used for the taxonomy
development. To answer our second research question, we analyzed the complete set of cases based on the
taxonomy to derive archetype.

Research Outcomes and Contributions
The outcome of this research is twofold: first, the taxonomy to classify ML techniques for EDM and second,
the archetypes to describe typical application scenarios of ML in EDM.
The taxonomy of ML techniques in EDM comprises seven dimensions that are structured according to the
meta-characteristics EDM context and ML application. The EDM context characterizes the specific
situation in which the ML technique is applied to solve a data-related issue. We suggest three dimensions:
the Data production process (as the high-level process), the Data curation task (as the specific activity
performed to curate data) and the DQ impact (as the benefit from data curation). The ML application metacharacteristic comprises four dimensions that characterize the Data level, the Learning strategy, the ML
method, and Human – ML interaction. We then used the taxonomy to classify 43 collected cases that apply
ML for EDM and analyzed the resulting patterns.
Based on the classification we derived 9 archetypes as a description of a group of ML techniques that follow
a certain pattern in at least one of the taxonomy’s dimensions and can be viewed as a homogenous group.
We ordered the archetypes according to the corresponding Data production process: acquire & create (three
archetypes), unify & maintain (four archetypes), protect & retire (one archetype) and discover & use (one
archetype).
There are several interesting insights and implications from our research: We find that ML supports both
reactive and proactive EDM. Of particular interest is that ML techniques shifts manual data maintenance
efforts that were formerly executed by data custodians (in a reactive mode) to the data collector (in a
proactive mode). This implies that, with ML, EDM is becoming an integrated part of each business function,
rather than being delegated to specialized data management units. While ML has significant potential, we
find that in most cases ML does support by proposing a solution, but does not completely substitute the
human activities. Although some part of the data-related tasks can be automated, human effort is in all
cases still required. This observation creates manifold research opportunities related to the socio-technical
design of data production processes that integrate augmentation or assemblage with ML techniques.
Our study makes two main contributions: First, the suggested taxonomy provides a classification scheme
that links ML techniques to concepts from EDM and data curation. It thereby connects research streams,
that address complementary organizational and technical aspects, but are currently not connected. Second,
the archetypes provide an overview of typical application areas of ML in EDM. Our analysis reveals that
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some archetypes build on a rich body of research that has developed over the last decades, for instance in
the case of archetype 5 (entity matching). In addition, we also observe archetypes that open interesting new
fields, such as archetype 9 that applies ML to support the discovery of data by users. Our findings are
relevant for both research and practice: The taxonomy and archetypes support practitioners in selecting
and assessing suitable ML techniques for their data problems. For research, the taxonomy helps positioning
work and derive opportunities for further research. Our findings thereby create the groundwork for future
research on advancing EDM practices with ML. We also contribute to DQ research: Based on (Zhu et al.
2014)’s framework, we structure the field of database-related technical solutions for DQ, using the methods
of ML and data mining.
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